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09. September 2022

Family

Neighbors celebrate with colorful program on Saturday, September
10
Since 2019, the neighborhood work in Fildeken-Rosenberg is active and has since then
moved a lot in the neighborhood. On Saturday, September 10, the successful project will be
celebrated together, all Bocholters are cordially invited.

The QuartiersHaus, which was established at the beginning of the neighborhood work at
Saarstraße 33, has developed into a central meeting place where intergenerational and
intercultural activities take place on a daily basis.

Actions such as neighborhood regulars' tables, neighborhood walks or window concerts on
"Neighborhood Day" are further examples that show how diversely the neighborhood has
developed. In order to make the successes and milestones of the last few years visible, the
neighborhood management is organizing a neighborhood festival together with the
Protestant Apostle Parish, the Protestant Friedrich Fröbel Family Center, the jusina
association, the Rosengarten daycare center, the St. Ewaldi daycare center, the Kneipp
association, the Aa-See recreational facility, the municipal comprehensive school, Edeka
Görkes, the music school, the Grunewald company, Bocholter Heimbau e.V., the L-i-A
association and volunteer neighbors.

Big party on September 10

On Saturday, September 10, from 1 to 5 p.m., the time has come. The festival will be
accompanied by a colorful supporting program with games and fun for young and old, in
which the actors will participate with activities. Also for the physical well-being and drinks
is provided. In addition to sausages and cakes, there will also be Turkish specialties and a
free scoop of ice cream for children.

Fildeken-Rosenberg is looking forward to many visitors from the neighborhood and
beyond.

The festival is supported by the Verfügungsfonds, which is provided by the federal
government, the state of North Rhine-Westphalia and the city of Bocholt as part of the
"Socially Integrative City" urban development program.

Fildeken-Rosenberg celebrates big neighborhood festival
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Am Samstag, 10. September, wird das Quartiersfest Fildeken-Rosenberg stattfinden
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